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About This Game

Awesome arcade space combat on all your devices!

Take to the stars in this classic top-down space shooter inspired by the 16-bit era, the golden age of space games, and the game
Star Control in particular.
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Arcade game control

Supporting pioneering control schemes as well as hardware controllers, ionAXXIA brings the console/arcade experience to the
touchscreen and PC. Dodge, weave, spin, shoot. Use a planet's gravity for a speed slingshot, or draw your pursuer into a fatal
collision with an explosive asteroid. This is real gameplay, dependent on reactions and skilful execution on every device it's

played on.

Tactical gameplay through design-your-own-ships

Design the perfect vessels to conquer/save the universe, selecting from components in millions of combinations to balance fire-
power, manoeuvrability and cost to fit your play style and the current level challenges, whether that's direct combat or using

environmental hazards to your advantage.

Classic '90s space-game flavouring

Inspired by the great 1990s space games such as Master of Orion, Ascendancy, and of course Star Control, ionAXXIA indulges
in the same delight of varied tech and gobbledegook sci-fi jargon. As well as the typical blasters and laser beams, expect cluster-

missiles, gravity wells, and maybe a few 'antimatter cones' and 'space limpits'.
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Easy pick-up-and-play gaming

ionAXXIA is designed around short bouts so you can get a decent game when you've just got a few minutes to kill, or blow an
afternoon perfecting your skills and levelling your components. A wealth of alternative control options also bring a simpler

interface so you can be sure to find a way to play on your Windows tablet/phone that suits your tastes.
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Scourge: Outbreak is a must for a close group of friends (4 max) who want to enjoy some good 'ol fashion alien hunting. The
game isn't that long but its worth the purchase.

First, it features a unique story that keeps you trying to figure it out since the beginning of the game. As you continue you will
watch surprising cut scenes which give you a bigger picture to the story. The story line ride is que interesting to say the least.

In terms of game play, it's quite polished. I dont recall many bugs, the graphics and effects looked good, the maps were clean
and straight-forward.

At different points the game slowed down a bit, like when we had to bomb the helicopter to pieces by tossing grenades at it. We
thought it would never end and that the devs were playing a cruel joke on us, while watching a live feed of our game play, eating
pizza and making fun of us. Long shot but hey, gotta use the imagination dont we? But, it picked up and got a bit more fast
paced when encountering hordes of evil brain-washed vermin, or nasty bugs. It was a good balance.

A variety of weapons also kept the game interesting and thrilling, especially when the big boy guns were found. And of course
nades-are-nades. Who doesn't like big booms that splatter green alien slime everywhere?

I had a blast, yet enjoyed it more with friends than in single mode - this seems to be shared by the majority of the gaming
community. All in all, I think it's is a great game, that will stay fun for a long time.. if you like puzzle games. this game is good
for these short breaks. jump in do a puzzle, still have time? do one more, close the game.
the puzzles challenge comes from understanding the layout, selecting a color randomly then figuring out what is the order of the
puzzle pieces by which you can reach the target for that color. so this puzzle depends on how good you are at memorizing orders
and deciphering the map infront of you. so you dont need a high IQ to have fun with it.
totally would recommend for those who love to puzzle, it will complete the games library for you.. So far, it is an interesting
concept. It has alpha issues (relatively large memory leak...it finally fell over at 1.016GB memory usage, collision detection
seems to be a cpu hog at this moment (game slows down to a complete crawl when engineers are dragging a building through
other buildings at times) and some issues associated with destroying links you created.) But it could be a good
strategy/simulation sort of game with good physics in microgravity. I'll keep checking back to see if it progresses, well, I guess I
should, I bought the pre-release :). Even after 19 years its initial release, it still entertains me.. You are in control of 2 men one
uses machine gun the other ues rifle- pretty clear the game let you choice the way you wanna play. However it takes age to aim
and shooting without aiming is extremely lacking of accuracy, which forced me to use machine gun. AI is quite dumb you have
to keep giving order or the other guy will not follow you up. I guess I meet a bug just right at 1st mission, where I steal a penzer
however the other agent dies on the way chasing the penzer, which requires me go all the way back to put him back to life...

Not very intriging, Probably a good game at that time but not for now.. I always enjoy doing these puzzles and spaing out. It
would be nice if there were a hint button to the game

6.5\/10. World Unknown is that wonderfully immersive classic game from your childhood that when played today, you discover
just how first-rate it really is.

Imagine the first town in NES Final Fantasy, except with an underground thieves network and mercenaries guild, a complex
backstory and flashbacks, fifty or more sprites to talk with, hidden books and items, a sly sailor and well-regulated city guards,
varying location-specific music, a tree of life and harbor that explain the town’s location, and a lot more.

With the achievements, collections menu, selectable characters, side quests, special targets, etc. this game offers deep
engagement into a world worth exploring.

An absolute steal at $10.
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CLAY GRAPHIC :V
Great game for +3 XD
6/10 for this game. First time I play this game about 6 month ago, and it was good. But now it's much better!
It's an old-fashioned game with a non-stop action.
Graphics, music, sound effects - everything is nice. Good storyline. Interesting perks in RPG mode.
I like it! This game is for true ninjas :). A game with a good concept but poor implementation. Modes don't feel that varied.
Controls seemed a little bit awkward, and at times unresponsive. A poor showing for something that has time sensitive elements
to it. More frustrating than it's worth.. It feels like it was never ment for the computer avoid. not worth it even on sale it wont
work for me. I got this for 1 Dollar. I feel like that was too expencive for this game.

It is probably ok in co-op. Just for the fun. But there is nothing to it. just a few weapons with the options to get a few more if
you beat the game - several times.

It gets real boring, real fast.. gt;gets in game

>30 seconds in and already makes friends

>has a great 30 minutes of playing

this game too lit. Awesome game, the memories, the feels. 10/10
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